You are in safe hands.
With a name and reputation like ours, it’s not surprising we know all about wrapping
films. That’s what we do, pure and simple.
In fact, we have over 30 years’ experience of developing innovative film products,
technologies and applications.
That also means over 30 years of expertise; working with major wrapping machine
and blue chip food and drink manufacturers to oversee the films’ successful
implementation and to develop the next generation of products.
That’s right down the line and right across the process. From cradle to grave; from film
and system design, right through to recycling expertise.
Which means our promise is both simple and compelling:
Whatever you produce, we can wrap your products securely, consistently and
cost-effectively as well as adding genuine value to your packaging processes.
Contact us today about your wrapping requirements through the details below.
We’ll do our utmost to make sure your products and your reputation arrive safe
and sound.

Scrapped.

Warrington Road, Widnes,
Cheshire WA8 0SX.
Tel: 0151 422 3600
Fax: 0151 422 3620
widnessales@bpipoly.com

40 Tursby Road, Croft Business Park,
Bromborough, Wirral, CH62 3PZ
Tel: 0151 334 8091
Fax: 0151 334 0066
bromboroughsales@bpipoly.com

Wrapped.
www.bpifilms.com

Your product has had a small fortune invested in its R&D.
And years of consumer testing.

Protecting your investment, your product and your brand at every single stage.

It has required many long months and many epic battles to get it past
your customers’ buying team.
It has taken hundreds of thousands to launch and swallowed yet
more much needed budget in awareness & communications.

Pallet Stretch Wrap

When you think about it, there’s one heck of a lot invested in your brand.

Shrink & Stretch Hoods

Yet it has now earned its place in the consumers’ hearts and on their
shopping lists.
So why risk cutting corners on its packaging?
Can you really afford for it to leave looking a million dollars and for it to
arrive looking some way south of perfect?
In truth, it’s much more than just the cost of scrapped or wasted product
and credits reimbursed.
It’s your reputation and your brand that takes the battering – with both
retailers and consumers – if your products appear on the shelves as dirty or
damaged goods.
Which is exactly why you should talk to us about a full packaging audit.
Unlike others, we can provide a genuine ‘single source’ solution that
covers all aspects of your product’s journey to market with film
products guaranteed to work seamlessly together. And, at the end of
its journey, we are also industry leaders in responsible recycling too.
Who knows, all that expertise might even save you some money.
But it will certainly help secure your product’s safe passage to its
coveted place in Mrs Smith’s trolley.

Primary wrap: have we
fully audited the lines
and rationalised and
optimised the SKU? Heat tunnel: if films are
optimised, how much
energy are our products
and audit saving you?

Secondary wrap: is the
film the correct thickness
to avoid ‘stiction’ to any
primary wrap?

Pre-palletisation:
when wrapped, does
your pack have
complete integrity?

Pallet Stretch Wrap:
are you applying the
correct weight and
tension to maximise
pallet stability? Have
we audited that?

Pallet Stretch/Shrink
Hoods: is the quality of
the film supporting your
load correctly?

Are all films compatible
to maximise stability
during transit? Are all
palletised loads stable
and arriving intact?

Hand Films: are you
using the latest
technology products
with a thinner gauge
and lighter weight to
minimise waste?

Reclaiming film: did
you know that BPI is the
largest recycler of PE
film in Europe?

